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El Salvadoran
Rebel to Visit

'

Dr. Roland Bainton presented a series of lectures Thursday and Friday sponsored by the Danforth Foundation. Bainton is considered one of the nation's
foremost scholars in the field of reformation studies.

Video-Recorder

Theft

A JVC portable half inch Video Cassette stolen was the only portable in Hope's
Recorder and Power pack were stolen possession.
MacDoniels was deservedly upset by
from Lubbers Hall Room 201 sometime
after 4 o'clock on Monday, February 22. the theft. "What concerns me," he said,
44
is that the college owns a variety of
The machine, the communications
department's most recent video equip- equipment - f u r n i t u r e , video-tape
ment purchase, was set up in the room for machines, recorders, etc. - in order to
run our programs, we have to have them
class use when the theft occurred.
Professor Joseph MacDoniels, chair- in place. If people are allowed to take
man of the Communications department, them and there is a feeling that it's okaysaid this week that the cost of the that people aren't upset, then I'd say
recorder was approximately twelve hun- we've got a problem with an attitude."
dred dollars and that the funds to replace
MacDoniels also said that assumptions
it would have to come out of the department's equipment fund, since the college that the thief was an outsider are very
carries a high deductible insurance policy unlikely. "My feeling Is, were the thing to
on such items. Money from the equipment come back, no questions would be ask,4
fund would normally go toward the pur- ed," he said. But If we can find It, there
needs be no punitive action."
chase of addition equipment.
The case has been turned over to Public
The portable video-cassette recorder,
according to MacDoniels,is used to cover Safety, who will eventually turn It over to
events outside of the studio. The college the detectives of the Holland Police
department.
owns a number of larger three quarter
inch recorders, but the machine that was
/ ^
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Media Positions Open
by TedBolema
Applications are now being accepted
for leadership positions with next year's
anchor, Milestone, Opus and WTAS. To
apply for the anchor, Milestone, or Opus
editorships, interested students should
submit a letter of application and a
resume to the Student Communications
Media Committee Indicating the student's interest, qualifications and reasons
for applying. Applications must be
received In either the anchor office or
Parkview Apt. A-2 by Friday, March 5
and should Include the student's current
address and phone number so that an Interview may be arranged.
To apply for the general manager position with WTAS, students should submit
an application and a resume to the WTAS
Executive Committee Indicating past experience/ > qualification, interest and

be received in either WTAS office or
Parkview Apt B-2 by Friday, March 5.
Qualifications for these positions Include high Interest, considerable time
and leadership ability. Past experience
with the organization Is helpful, but not
necessary. Media editors are expected to
recruit staff members, set publication
policies, supervise production and
manage the budget for their organizations. The success of these organizations
depends greatly upon the abilities of their
editors, so the Media Committee Is looking for students who can provide strong
leadership to the campus student media.
For more Information on the selection
process, call Ted Bolema at 394-6562.
Students are also encouraged to visit the
media productions offices for a first-hand
view of the responsibilities and rewards
which go with the involvement in these

Timothy Shaffer
Dr. Arnold R a m o s , a l e a d i n g
spokesman for the Democratic Revolutionary Front of El Salvador (FDR) will
appear at Hope College in Durfee
Cafeteria next Monday, March 8, at 7:30
p.m. Dr. Ramos will present a lecture on
El Salvador following the showing of the
Glenn Sliber-Tete Vasconcellos movie
"El Salvador: Another Vietnam." The
film Is a more recent adaptation of the
more rhetorical version "El Salvador:
Another Vietnam?" that aired on public
television last year. Dr. Ramos' appearance at Hope is being sponsered by
the Hope College International Relations
Club.
Dr. Ramos, a graduate of USC and
former instructor at Stanford University
and the National University of San
Salvador, appeared In Western Michigan
last December during Human Rights
week as a guest of the Institute for Global
Education. In his appearance then at
Aquinas College and St. Andrew's Catherdral in Grand Rapids, he accused the
United States of sending military aid to
"prop up a government that uses terror
and death as a means of controlling the
population." He called on the American
government to stop sending aid to the ruling military claiming that the government represents the will of an oligarchy
of rich landowners and military leaders,
not the general population.
According to Ramos, the right wing
Junta Is using murder and terror In an attempt to prevent a popular uprising.
Charging that more than 30,000 have
already been killed In the struggle,
Ramos said, "People In other countries
disappear. In El Salvador, they reappear
dead."
Formerly and active member of the
FDR, Dr. Ramos had been delivering his
message to Americans for close to a year.
He takes pride In the FDR's willingness
and ability to disrupt transportation,
communications, and utility services in
El Salvador. These actions, he cites, have

little effect on most Salvadorans since the
vast majority can't afford electricity or
travel anyway.
"When we blow up an electrical tower,"
said Ramos, "we are not affecting the
population. It's the rich who use the infastructure."
Ramos views the depiction of the clash
as an "East-West" conflict as propaganda by the military government and the
United States in an attempt to "pit the
free world against communism." The
reality, according to Ramos, has little to
do with the super-powers, but rather with
internal social and political inequities.
Ramos calls Salvadoran President Jose
Napoleon Duarte's proposed reforms and
scheduled elections "smoke screens,"
proposing Instead that the junta
negoglate with the left-wing guerillas and
form a new government.
Ramos also assured listeners at his
December talks that the rebels have
pledged not to align themselves with
either the United States or the Soviet
Union. "We will need the aid of any nation
on earth - Including the United States,"
intoned Ramos. "We are not a threat to
the United States."
"El Salvador : another Vietnam" Is a 53
minute documentary that Includes Interviews with people In power as well as opposition leaders, religious and political.
Vincent Canby, In the New York Times of
September 19,1981, wrote "No film of this
length can do justice to the complexities
of the situation, but "El Salvador" Is less
concerned with probing the Issues In
depth than In recording the mounting Indignation, frustration, and terror
throughout the land...The anguish expressed Is real and profound."
Dr. Ramos will also present the film
and lecture at Muskegon Community College on Tuesday March 9. His appearances are sponsered by the International Committee In Solidarity with People of El Salvador (CISPES) and the Institute for Global Education.

Volunteers Needed!
Rick Kennedy
Crlpes! 640 high school students will invade the Hope campus next week for the
Hope College Model U.N.
Former Congresswoman Catherine
May Bedell will be giving the keynote address at 10:00 a.m. on Friday, March 12th
In the Dlmnent Chapel.
While the high school students are here,
they will be debating Issues such as
political security, the new international
economic order and terrorism. Each high
school has students representing various
countries.
The Hope College Model U.N. program
iR nrcrantooH hv mamKnrc /\# onnllHnnl

science course aimed at understanding
International politics. These Hope
students serve as leaders of sessions and
perform other administrative tasks.
This will be the tenth annual Model
U.N. sponsered by the political science
department. Volunteers are needed
desperately! Please call Nick Lahr at
6413, Kim Bailey at 6127, or leave a note
under the door of Dr. Jack Holmes, Lubbers 210. Volunteers will be needed for
Thursday evening "and all day Friday.
You must be willing to work between 30
minutes and 30 hours depending on your
whpHnlo
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Bedell to Speak on International
Rick Kennedy
A three-career woman, Catherine May
Bedell may be one of the most interesting
speakers to appear on the Hope campus
in quite some time.
Mrs. Bedell was a U.S. Congresswoman
for 12 years. She has spent six years on
the Washington State Legislature as well
as considerable time on the International
Trade Commission, including serving as
Chairperson.
A teacher before entering the political
arena, Mrs. Bedell was also a radio
broadcaster and commentator. She will
be speaking to students on many issues
including the communication issues to the
public, careers and foreign language
study (including Broadcasting, Government and International Business), international trade challenges and op-

Issues

portunities, while taking a close look at
Congressional Issues - are they too big
for solution?
Wednesday. Thursday, and Friday
Mrs. Bedell will be on campus. Be sure to
attend at least one of her speeches or
discussions during her week at Hope.
These are the classes and meetings
open to the college community:
Wednesday, March 10
9:00 AM and 10:00 AM, Wichers
Auditorium, Topic: "Congress: Are the
Issues Too Big for Solution"
1:00 a n d 2:00 PM, W i c h e r s
Auditorium, topic: "International Trade:
Challenges and Opportunities"
Thursday, March 11
9:30 AM, Wichers Auditorium, topic:

"Communicating Issues to the Public"
4:00 PM, President's Room - Graves
Hall, topic : Discussion on Congress
' 4:30 PM President's Room- Graves
Hall, topic: "Careers and Foreign
Language Study: Opportunities in
Government, Broadcasting, and International Business"
Friday, March 12
10:00 AM, Dlmnent Chapel, topic:
The U.S. and the New International
Economic Order"
1:45-2:45 PM, Tour of Model United
Nations Meetings: DeWltt TheatreGeneral Assembly, Dlmnent ChapelGeneral Assembly Committee, Wichers
Auditorium- General Assembly Committee, Peale Science Building 219, 220, and
220 • Security Councils

Catherine May Bedell

Writing Across the Curriculum

From the Anchor Files

by Amy Purvis
At inevitably as tulips bloom in Centen- thinking," asserts Bernie Van't Hul.
nial Park and students write to the "Literacy is at the heart of virtually all
One Year Ago - The Hope College Art cedures found them to be "cumberdepartment announced that It would some." A Campus Life Board discussion - Anchor complaining about apathy, academic inquiry." A cross-curricular
discussions among Hope faculty philosophical orientation about teaching
vacate Its old home In the Holland Rusk debate decided that Hope "could not hold
members come around to N students' and learning writing is a matter not of
building at the end of the school year. In Its liquor," and ruled that on-campus
writing. Usually they ask whether distributing blame for students' lacking
favor of a niove Into the Sligh Furniture possession of alcoholic beverages would
students write enough, and, moreover, capabilities, but rather, on a positive
factory. The Administrative Affairs remain taboo.
well enough.
note, of "spreading the joy of literacy,"
Board proposed that Hope adopt an
Fifteen Y e a n Ago - Hope began conThis
semester,
professors
at
Hope
are
according to Van't Hul. Writing is a comacademic honor system. Hope beat Al- struction of a new $1 million women's dortaking
a
fresh
approach
to
this
perennial
plex psychological, intellectual, and
bion to earn a three-way tie for the MIAA mitory to be named Dykstra Hall. The
question.
Fourteen
faculty
members
motivational activity; to articulate
Religious Life Board authorized formabasketball crown.
from
all
corners
of
the
campus
comprise
thoughts in writing requires a more selfFive Years Ago - A WTAS survey tion of a committee to look at compulsory
the
Writing
Across
the
Curriculum
Comconscious and sophisticated discipline
showed that only 53 percent of the student chapel attendance. Hope won the MIAA
mittee,
an
ad
hoc
committee
to
the
and is more demanding than spoken exbasketball
crown
outright.
body listened to the station at any time.
Academic
Affairs
Board
established
in
pression. Providing solid guidelines for
The major complaint was poor reception.
Twenty Y e a n Ago - Hope president IrNovember,
1981.
Professors
contributing
thinking plays a vital role in structuring
A Student Congress poll showed 70 per- win Lubbers spoke out against a piece of
to the dialogue come with perspectives successful writing exercises. An intercent of students In favor of extended legislation that would provide federal
from history to physical education, from disciplinary focus simply recognizes that
parietal hours. Russ DeVette resigned as grants to private colleges and univerreligion to chemistry, paralleling the em- students can learn to write and think bethead basketball coach after almost 30 sities, insisting that these schools "want
phasis on teaching writing in the ter and more easily by learning and pracyears at the helm.
to remain free, strong, and Independent."
humanities and the natural sciences alike ticing the special discipline writing reTen Years Ago - Faculty interviews A $100,000 renovation of Graves Library
at Hope. J. Cotter Tharin, professor of quires not only in writing courses, but
revealed that a double standard existed got underway. Hope's basketball team
geology, chairs the Writing Across the also when preparing chemistry lab
for grading black students as opposed to claimed a share of its thirteenth MIAA
Curriculum Committee. Bernard Van't reports, history essay exams, and sumwhite students. A study of the library pro- championship.
Hul, visiting professor of English this maries of psychology experiments.
semester, offers developing and directing
Fall semester the Writing Across the
the University of Michigan's program to Curriculum Committee conducted a
teach writing Freshman Composition survey of Hope faculty members to
courses, and related outreach writing assess the amount and types of writing
The Congressional Budget Office comworkshops and research programs.
done by students in all disciplines, and to
Martial law rulers In Poland eased a
pleted a study of the federal budget, conEven
before
the
college
educations
of
assess the level of enthusiasm among
cluding that those in the highest income domestic ban, but an all-night curfew anc
current Hope students began, headlines faculty members concerning measures
brackets will gain the most, and the strict censorship were left in tact.
in popular magazines have asked, "Why which might improve effectiveness in
poorest will suffer the most. Households
can't Johnny (or Janey) read upon col- writing across the curriculum. The
with income less than $10,000 in 1983 will
Wayne Williams was found guilty of two
l e g e g r a d u a t i o n ? " C o l l e g e ad- survey, according to John Shaughnessy,
lose an average of $240 in benefits; those of the murders in the Atlanta rash of slayministrators and instructors have been assistant professor of psychology,
ween $10,000 and $20,000 will gain ings of black children. Allegedly, inchallenged to make serious attempts to monitored faculty responses concerning
ui $220; while those earn more than vestigators have evidence linking him to
address the problem. Hope's Writing descriptions of writing assignments re.000 in income will gain $15,130, the 26 of the 28. The defense will appeal the
Across the Curriculum Committee quired in courses for majors and nonreport said.
verdict, claiming that the prosecution's
represents not a profound, new recogni- majors, the amount of time spent
Senate Republicans, looking for ways to attempt to tie Williams to 10 other
tion of the issue, but rather a renewed teaching writing In and outside of the
reduce the proposed budget deficits, are murders detracted the jury from proper
commitment to teaching writing effec- classroom, criteria for evaluation
considering trimming Social Security consideration of the two killings in questively at Hope. Typically, those who are writing, assessments of students' writing
cost-of-living benefits. Congress is in a tion.
mortified about mounting illiteracy abilities, and enthusiasm concerning
much different mood than a year ago
among college students blame English various programs to improve writing and
when it passed virtually everything
UAW rank-and-file voted by a 73 per
departments for students' poor writing teaching competencies.
lonald Reagan asked for.
cent margin in favor of accepting the capabilities, and beseech them to teach
The committee hopes to respond to the
The Shanghai Communique that led the compromise pact between the union anc
basic grammar and spelling rules, needs articulated by the faculty: to adway to formal US-Chinese ties is ten the Ford Motor Company. The deal calla assuming that if a student injests the cordress the problems facing teachers who
years old, and the US issued a statement for a wage freeze to enable Ford to be pus of comma laws, knows that words are
want students to write better. This
hat "shared global and regional in- more competitive with J a p a n e s e spelled with "1" before "e" except after
semester, the Writing Across the Curterests" between the two nations far automakers, and provided the union " c " , and never splits infinitives,
riculum Committee plans to sponsor
mtweigh the differences. The differences workers with greater job security.
automatically that student Is a good workshops for faculty members Inconcern the Reagan Administration's
writer. Dirk Jellema, associate professor terested In "enhancing their ability to be <
of English, rejects the media alarmists' more effective in helping students to
battle cry to go "back to basics" as the write well,'! according to Cotter Tharin.
panacea for all that ails students' writing. Faculty members who are committed to
NEED EDUCATIONAL
Those experienced In teaching writing, helping students write ask, "how the devil
expecially English professors, realize can I do it?" Bernie Van't Hul suggests
ASSISTANCE UP TO
that a writing course which arms that the starting place In approaching this *
$400080 or $2000°°
students with the set of generic com- challenging question is acknowledging
ponents contained in good writing, "the that no simple answers exist, and then
CASH B O N U S ?
basics," Is not the end all. According to asking provocative questions to catalyze
C O N T A C T THE
Jellema, "writing well Is too complex and an awareness about effectiveness in
Financial Aid Applications for the next Important an issue to be learned and
teaching and learning writing. According
MICHIGAN NATIONAL
academic year, 1982-1983, are now practiced In only one place."
to Van't Hul, an orientation toward
GUARD FOR FURTHER
available In the Financial Aid Office,
Teaching and practicing writing across writing across the curriculum serves as
DWC 204. Michigan residents must file by
INFORMATION CALL
the curriculum recognizes that "writing "an Impetus for uncynical efforts to
March 15; out-of-state residents must file well and thinking well are so closely condistribute the enjoyment that comes:from •
-QT
rim
iri in t/kaskt* wriHna wpII AS;
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•John D. Lofton, Jr.Have you seen or heard about the new
movie "Missing"? It's directed by the
Greek-born, reportedly disillusioned
Marxist Costa-Gavras and it's based on
he 1978 book by Thomas Hauser titled
T h e Execution of Charles Horman: An
American Sacrifice." According to the
Washington Post's film critic, Gary Arnold, this movie is premised on the "un)roven accusation" that American officials, presumably located at the U.S.
Embassy in Santiago, Chile, must have
approved, even "co-signed," a "kill
order" that led to the 1973 execution of
Horman, a personable, young free-lance
Journalist.
Well, "Missing" is playing here and it's
created quite a stir. The State Department has issued a three-page statement
defending the U.S. government's role in
the Charles Horman case. Nathaniel
Davis, the former U.S. ambassador to
Chile, says of the film: "It suggest that
we were accomplices in the murder of
Charles Horman, which we were not, and
second, that we plotted the coup, which
we didn't."
Edmund Horman, the father of the
deceased, says: "There's nothing in that
movie that wasn't based on absolute
fact." Director Costa-Gavras declares:
"I'm convinced the U.S. government had
something to do with the coup in Chile."
But something is missing from "Missing." Absent from all the news accounts
about the film is this interesting bit of information: The Thomas Hauser who
wrote the book on which the movie is based is the same Thomas Hauser who wrote
a series of fraudulent letters published by
the New York Times nearly seven years
ago.
On July 9, 1975, on its op-ed page, the
Times published seven letters from a
"Martin Bear" and then the responses he
received from such prominent politicians
as Ted Kennedy, Bella Abzug, James
Buckley, Jacob Javits, Hubert Humphery
and New York Mayor Abraham Beame.
The Times identified "Martin Bear" as
"a 9-year-old who lives in San Fransisco"
who "spent a few months recently with a
relative in New York who describes him
as an 'exuberant political novice.' "
As it turned out, the responses to "Martin Bear" were legitimate, but "Martin
Bear" wasn't. In a phone call to the
Times on Aug. 15, Thomas Hauser admitted there was no "Martin Bear" (who was
in reality a 3-inch-high stuffed teddy
bear), he had no nephew and the "Bear"
letters were a hoax. As the Wall Street
Journal reported this episode, here's
what happened when the Times got the
bogus correspondence:
"Almost immediately, an editor called
and asked who Martin was. Mr. Hauser
thought quickly. Then he lied. He said
Martin was his nephew on a visit from
San Francisco. The editor believed Mr.
Hauser, and he said the Times liked the

letters very much. A week later, on J u l y |
9, the letters were published..."
In a statement commenting on the
"Martin Bear" affair, the Times said:
"The Times is deeply concerned to have
b e e n m i s l e d by M r . H a u s e r ' s
misrepresentations, which involve
serious questions of ethics. The Times expresses its regrets to its fellow victims in
the hoax, the Senators Kennedy, Buckley,
Javits and Humphrey, Representative
Abzug and Mayor Beame, whose replies
to 'Martin Bear' were published."
In an interview, Hauser confirmed to
me that he is indeed the same Thomas
Hauser who wrote both the book about the
death of Charles Horman and the "Martin
Bear" letters to the Times. However, he
strongly argues that it would be "disingenuous" to try to draw some sort of
parallel between the movie "Missing,"
his own book about Horman and the
phony "Bear" correspondence published
by the Times. Any such comparison, says
Hauser, would be "a disservice" to the
debate about "Missing."
Hauser rejects the characterization of
the "Martin Bear" letters as a "hoax,"
saying that he looks upon them as
"political satire." He says that prior to
publishing his book about Horman, his
editor at Harcourt Brace Jovanovich,
Tom Stewart, knew avout the "Martin
Bear" letters. Stewart confirms this.
And what about the distributors of
"Missing"? Did they know about the
"Martin Bear" letters before they agreed
to distribute this movie based on the
Hauser book? Fred Skidmore, national
publicity director for Universal Pictures,
says yes, they did know. But when I read
him the Times statement about Hauser's
unethical hoax, he says he is personally
unaware of it.
In the biographical blurb on the dustjacket of his 1978 hardcover book about
Charles Horman, published by Harcourt,
no mantion is made of Hauser's "Martin
Bear" flap. Ditto, the publication of the
softcover version of this same book,
which is to be issued in March of this year
by Avon.
The movie "Missing" includes this
statement: "This film is based on a true
story. The incidents and facts are
documented. Some of the names have
been changed to protect the Innocent and
also to protect the film." But New York
Times film critic Vincent Canby says that
to present "Missing" as "truth" is "a
cheap, unnecessary h y p e . " Why?
Because. "Even those documentaries
that are photographed on-the-spot are
transformed into fiction by the choices involved in the filming and the editing."
An excellent point worth remembering.
Just as it's worth remembering that the
man who wrote the book on which "Missing" based hasn't always told the truth.
Copyright, 1982, United Feature Syndicate, Inc.

NJ Trip Brings
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42 to Campus
Ramsey, Metuchen, Mahwah,
Pistcataway, Ho-Ho-Kus, Wyckoff...any
of these sound familiar? Probably not,
unless you hail from the eastern state of
New Jersey. These names are home to
several Hope students, but also to a group
of high school students visiting Hope campus March 2-5.
Forty-two high school students from
New Jersey, New York, Connecticut and
Pennsylvania are taking advantage of

airline fare-wars by flying to Michigan
for a four day experience on Hope's campus. The sophomores, juniors and seniors
will stay with current Hope students, eat
in Phelps cafeteria and attend classes in
an effort to learn about the "Hope experience."
On behalf of the Hope Community we
would like to welcome our eastern guests.
We hope your stay is an enjoyable and
worthwhile one!"

Tenth Annual Model
UN to be Held
The tenth annual Hope College Model
United Nations will be held Thursday and
Friday, March 11-12 with approximately
640 students from 35 Michigan, Indiana,
and Ohio high schools participating.
These students will represent approximately 150 countries In a simulated exercise focusing on current international
issues.
Catheriije Bedell, a member of the International Trade Commission, will
deliver the keynote address. Bedell served as chairperson of the commission for a
number of years and Is a former congresswoman from Washington State. She
will speak at 10:00 a.m. (March 12) in
Dimenent Memorial Chapel on the topic
of "Economic Realities of the New International Economic Order."
Sponsered by the Hope College political
science department, the Model U.N. is
designed to give high school students the
opportunity to take on the roles of professional diplomats with the goal of achieving a particular country's objectives
while fostering a desired International
consensus.
Participating students have been working with their high school advisors for

-

several weeks indentlfylng the current
Issue positions of countries they have
chosen to represent.
The new International economic order,
political security, disarmament, atomic
energy use, and terrorism will be among
the topics to be discussed.
Students will be judged as to how well
they represent their country and their
clarity and effectiveness in discussing the
issues at hand. The winning schools will
be announced at 4:15 on Friday, March
12.

The Hope College Model U.N. program
is organized by members of a political
science course aimed at understanding
international politics. These Hope
students serve as leaders of sessions and
perform other administrative tasks
throughout the formation and execution
of the event.
The Model U.N. director is Ron
Bechtel, a senior from Newburgh, N.Y.
The associate director is Ben Vonk, a
Junior from Holland. Kris Veldhe^r, a
sophomore from Holland, serves as assistant director.
Dr. Jack E. Holmes, associate professor of political science, is faculty advisor.
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Dr. WUUam Japinga enjoys his office in the new quarters of the Department of
Economics and Business Administration.

Calendar
THURSDAY. MARCH 4
Crttkol ltsu#f Symposium
1 p.m., DoWItt Th*otr* f Theatre
Production: "The Moutetrap." $4
general admission. $2 with student
I.O.

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 10
•:30 p.m., The Alley, OPUS IX.
"Three Score and Ten: On Old Age
and Aging."

FRIDAY. MARCH 12
7 and 10 p.m., (note time change),
FRIDAY. MARCH 6
Wlnants, SAC Filmi "West Side
Story,"
$1.50.
7:30 and 10 p.m., Wlnants
Auditorium, SAC Filmi "Kramer vs.
SATURDAY. MARCH 13
Kramer." $1.50 with I.D.
8 p.m., DeWltt Theatre, Theatre
7:30 p.m., Wlnants, SAC Film:
Production: "The Mousetrap." $4 "Duck Soup,"$1.
general admission, $2 with I.D.
10 p.m., Wlnants, SAC Film: "West
Side Story."$1.50.
SATURDAY. MARCH 6
7:30 p.m., Wlnants. SAC Film:
THURSDAY. MARCH 4
"Double Indemnity." $1.
8 p.m., DeWltt Theatre. Theatre
Quarterfinal round SMAIAW
Production: "The Mousetrap."
Women's Basketball at Aquinas, if
10 p.m., Wlnants, SAC film: Hope wins Monday they will play
Alma at 1:30 p.m.
"Kramer vs. Kramer," $1.50.
MONDAY, MARCH 8
FRIDAY. MARCH 5
3:30 p.m., The Alley, Interviewing
6 and 8 p.m., NCAA Division III
Skills Workshop.
Great Lakes Regional Basketball at
7:30 p.m., Durfee Cafeteria, IRC Holland Civic Center..
presents Dr. Arnolodo Ramos of the
SMAIAW Women's Basketball
Democratic Revolutionary Front of El Tournament continues at Aquinas.
Salvador.
SATURDAY, MARCH 6
TUESDAY. MARCH 9
6 and 8 p.m v NCAA Division III
6:30 p.m.. Career Planning Great Lakes Regional Basketball at
Workshop.
^
Holland Civic Center.
SMAIAW Women's Basketball
- Tournament continues at Aquinas.
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If one does not believe the real world exists at Hope College a
close look should be taken at the process the Academic Affairs
Board has gone through in approving the new Hope-Calvin
Department of Nursing.
Most of the meetings were long, tiresome, and somewhat
acrimonious. Delay, reconsideration and compromise
characterized the entire process. Lobbying and arm twisting frequently occurred. If you think this sounds like politics you are
right, but it was unfortunately necessary.
The final product, however, is a superb one. Professor Cynthia
Kielinen has done an excellent job in putting together a program
which will enhance and most likely elevate Hope's standing as a
quality liberal arts college.
Left in the wake of the board's deliberations is a question which
directly concerns the operations of the college.
•This question is whether precedence or situational analysis
should be used by the governing boards in making decisions. The
Academic Affairs Board felt that precedence should not
necessarily govern its considerations. A proposal would be judged
on its own merits within the guidelines of college policy.
By not always following precedence proposals are assured a
slow movement through the committee system. On the other hand
this provides the opportunity to look at their merits and ensure the
uniqueness Hope attempts to uphold. Speed is sacrificed for quality.
What is lacking is an overall method by which the boards can
more efficiently render decisions. It is in the best interests of the
college to make a decision on such a method whether it be based
on precendence, situational analysis or a compromise of the two.
Choosing precedence may give the boards the appearence of being courts while situational analysis ensures slow, deliberate
discussion leading to equally slow decisions.
A compromise method could include precedence and analysis
with more weight on precendence. Established college policies
and preceeding board decisions could be included in a single
record to which the board could refer, rather than individual
statements someone can bring in to support their position. Individual analysis would then take place within the guidelines of
the policies and previous decisions.
It is this compromise method which is informally used by the
Academic Affairs Board but its efficiency is subject to the nature
of the existing board. By formally approving this type of method
and establishing guidelines for its operation the boards efficiency
might improve. Deliberations on the Nursing Program might
have been completed in three or four sessions rather than the
eight or nine it took without sacrificing the program's quality.
Granted, this proposal is an imperfect one and is subject to
much criticism but it is a step toward improving the governing
system. Members of the College community having better suggestions should voice them. Whatever decision is eventually made by
the college will hopefully allow the boards to operate on a firmer
footing without having to debate how they are going to debate.

Letters
Student Appreciates Article
To the editor ;
I appreciated your article on older
students in last week's anchor. You showed what great variety there is among
older students at Hope, and gave a good
account for the complexities of life as an
older student. Although I am not comfortable with the label, "ol' dog" - who
would be? - 1 am glad that older students
like myself have been recognized as an
active part of the Hope College community.
I hope no one read the article to claim
that I was "force-fed for two years" here
at Hope College. That comment concerned two years of technical instruction In
nuclear propulsion engineering while I

was a serviceman. Hope College Is so utterly different from military schools that
being here Is for me a close approximation of heaven.
I would like to thank all the people I've
gotten to know during my three years at
Hope for their kindness and friendship.
Ever since my first full-time semester
here I have felt accepted and liked by my
fellow students, even though my
background was quite unlike theirs. The
people I appreciate the most are those
who share my enthusiasm for learning as
something to be enjoyed, not just endured.
Thanks again,
Russell Dykstra
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Only "A Few of Us Left"
Dear Editor,
marriages that just do not work out,
I am writing In response to an article especially after 20 years, and divorce is
written under the "On Marriage, Fami- not an escape, but a last resort after
ly" In last week's anchor. 1 truly respect everything else has been tried.
what was written, especially because It is
what the author and many, many others
believe. However, there are other ways to
view marriage and divorce, and my InAs for present marriages and the view
tent Is to expand on what has already that marriage Is something that is being
been printed.
tested out and not committed to, the
The author started out by Inquiring, author may be correct. That, un"What Is happening to the sacred Institu- fortunately, is something that only time
tion of marriage?" Upon discussing the will allow us to evaluate. But as for there
topic, she and some friends were "shak- being only "a few of us left" who value
ing their heads and shrugging their marriage and want It to be permanent, I
shoulders at the number of children grow- hope and really believe that the author
ing up these days under the care of only a was wrong... there's a lot more than a few
single parent." First, It must be kept in of usi
mind that not every single-parent home is
Pam Rezek
the result of divorce. More Importantly,
the number of children growing up under
the care of one parent is nothing to be
ashamed of. Being raised by one parent
can and has been proven to be very
positive. Parents who raise children
single-handedly need to be given credit
and support, not condemned.
Secondly, the author, though maybe Publiihed w««kly September through April,
unaware of it, was dealing with people •xcept during exom periods ond college
that could be put into two different vacation and holiday periods, 24 issues per
catagories: those who were married 20-30 year, by and for the students of Hope Colyears ago, and those who are marrying at lege, Holland, Michigan, under the authoripresent. She stated that "It wouldn't take ty of the Student Communications Media
any of us long to come up with a list of Committee. Subscription price: $8 per year.
Member, Associated Collegiate Press. Of
several people whose parents are divorc- flee located on lower level of the DeWltt
ed or separated." Our parents are those Cultural Center, telephone 394-6577. The
who were married 20-30 years ago. The opinions on this page are not necessarily
author suggested that people see mar- those of the student body, faculty or adriage as something you "go for," and if It ministration of Hope College
doesn't work out, that's okay, too. I find it
>
Member ofjhe
hard to believe that our parents would
c^^ociareD
enter marriage that lackadaisically,
coueciare
especially considering the time period in
pRess
which they married.
The author went on to say that the
w
; . . . . Pete Flinker
"driving force" Is that divorces are a Editor
News
editor
Tim Shaffer
means of "escape after a decision is
Feature editor
Randy Durband
made." "Escape" on the same level that
Sports editor
Eva Dean
a person would use drugs as relief from Photo editor
Tom Wagner
life? "Escape" as something that Is easy Copy editor
Chris Van Eyl
to do and a good way to get out of a bad Production mgr
Bonnie Corson
situation? Divorce isn't fun. And for those Production mgr
Michele Parker
adults our parents' age who have been ^ P ' s t
Dan Doornbos
Penny Mtlntz
married for 20-30 years, marriage Isn't typW
Advertising
mgr
. p o m Kyros
something you simply escape from.
Randy Wa rren
Times change and people change. In the Advertising mgr
Business manager
. T e d Bolema
past 20 years, since out parents' generaSecond-dait pottage paid at Holland. Ml
tion has been married, society's views on
men's and women's roles have been 49423. POSTMASTER: send address changes
Hope College anchor. Hope College
altered greatly, which has undoubtedly to
Holland. Ml.
affected the divorce rate. There are some
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Dear Editor:
Three years ago, on Feb. 11, the people
of Iran rose up and ended 25 centuries of
monarchy and 37 years of the Shah's rule
of terror and repression. The people rose
to abolish the social Injustice Imposed on
them by the Shah's regime and to put an
end to the torture and execution of the nation's bravest children; the Iranian people were determined to achieve freedom,
democracy, and Independence, and 70,000
people sacrificed themselves to gain
these rights. The people's determination
to remove the Shah from power turned Into complete devotion to Khomeini.
And yet Khomeini betrayed that devotion. He betrayed the trust of 70,000 Innocent martyrs as well as millions of Iranian people. From the first day he set foot
on Iranian soil, he began taking away the
rights that so many people had fought and
died for. Slowly at first but with Increasing speed, he took away our freedoms and
democracy. All opposition newspapers
and writers were suppressed, the universities were closed, the prisons once again
filled with thousands of political
prisoners, torture was relnstltuted, and
the executions began. After June 1981,
Khomeini instituted an atmosphere of absolute terror and repression. His guards
were given orders to shoot on the spot
anyone found to oppose the government... a mere disagreement with the
regime's policies Is considered grave opposition and Is answered with machine
gun fire. In reality, today in Iran, the people's least democratic rights have been
violated. In effect, there is no material,
moral or psychological security for the
Iranian people.
The extent of genocide has reached a

level that has prompted Amnesty International to call Iran "the leading gross
violator of human rights in the world."
Therefore, it is not surprising that "Iran
has formally refused to admit an Amnesty International (A.I.) mission into the
country" (A.I. Action, Dec. 1981).

In Iran, on the average, one person is
executed every 25 minutes.
Many prisoners are not Identified
before they are put before the firing
squads.
There are hardly ever any trials - not
even ones like the Shah's courts of In-

Tlme after time, it has been proven that
international pressure on a repressive
government can decrease the extent of
torture and execution. By condemning
Khomeini's atrocities you can be directly
Instrumental in saving the lives of many
innocent people as well as preventing
much misery.
tages, 33 percent unemployment and 300
percent Inflation have added to people's
dissatisfaction and have strengthened
their determination to see an end to the
Khomeini regime. There have been many
workers' strikes. The biggest was In Iran
National Auto Factories, which resulted
in Khomeini's guards opening fire on the
workers, killing 7, and wounding many
more. 2,000 were arrested.

TORTURE:
There are 25,000 political prisoners In
Iran under constant torture.
There have been numerous cases of
death under torture.
Types of torture: repeated rape of
teenage girls as well as the women;
maiming; mutilation; burning the skin to
the bone; f l o g g i n g ; s t a r v a t i o n ;
psychological torture; etc.
EXECUTION:
There have been at least 8,000 executions in the past 7 months, 4,000 of which
have been officially announced.
"The number of executions In Iran In
the past three months (June • Oct. 1981)
exceeds the total number of executions in
the rest of the world In 1981 by 600."

justice - for the prisoners.
Those executed range from 9-year-old
girls, teenagers, and whole families to
elderly people and even pregnant women.
There have been many cases of mass
execution; 200 high school students were
executed in September, and 160 Mojaheds
and militants were secretly executed on
Sept. 27.
Many have been dragged from hospital
beds by armed guards and then executed.
In order to strengthen the atmosphere
of terror, many of the executions take
place In public. On-the-spot executions In
the streets and public hangings are examples.
Adding to the misery and terror is the
critical economic situation. Food shor-

We hereby announce to all the freedomloving people of the world that the wishes
of our people, on the path of legitimate
resistance, are nothing but desire for
democracy, Independence, permanent International peace, and socio-economic
development. In keeping with the United
Nations' Declaration of Human Rights,
we ask all freedom-loving people of the
world to condemn the wide-spread torture
and executions by Khomeini's barbaric
conditions under which close to 25,000
political prisoners are held.
Name withheld by request.

msm.

Death Row Correspondence
MBSBS
tGa

Dear Editor,
I am a prisoner on death row at the
Arizona State Prison and I was wondering
if you would do me a favor. I have been
here for quite a while and I don't have any
family or friends on the outside to write to
so what I was wondering is if you could
put an ad in your campus newspaper for
me for correspondence. If not in your
paper then maybe you have some kind of
bulletin that you could put it in. I know
that you are not a pen-pal club or
anything like that but I would really appreciate it if you could help me.

Death row prisoner, caucasian male
age 35, desires correpondence with either
male or female college students. Wants to
form some kind of friendly type relation
ship and more or less exchange past ex
periences and ideas. Will answer all let
ters and exchange pictures. If Interested
write to Jim Jeffers, Box B-38604
Florence, Arizona, 85232.
Sincerely Yours,
Jim Jeffers
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Biology of Blood
by Bryan Pijanowski
Last week's biology seminar was given
by Dr. Eric S. Loker from the University
of O r e g o n . D r . L o k e r d i d his
undergraduate work at Cornell, received
his masters from the University of
Michigan and his PhD. from Iowa State in
Zoology and Immunology. In addition to
teaching at the University of Oregon, Dr.
Loker has done extensive research in his
field in Tanzania.
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Dr. Loker's talk focused on the work he
has done on the parasite Schistosoma
(Class Trematoda, Family
Schistosatidae), an internal parasite
which each year causes Schistosomiasis
in more than 200 million people living in
sub-tropical and tropical areas. It affects
other mammals, birds and mollusks as
well.

Dr. Loker's research focuses specifically on the snail or intermediate host and
sporocyst stage of the parasite. Loker is
p r i m a r i l y i n v e s t i g a t i n g how the
sporocyst is able to exist in host bodies
that should have specific and devastating
immune response to sporscysts. He
slated that there are three known
possibilities: (1) on the surface of the
sporocyst there are macromolecules that
are similar to the intermediate host
chemistry and thus the sporocyst can go
unnoticed. (2) The surface chemistry of
the parasite changes rapidly and the host
cannot develop an immune response to
combat it or (3) the parasite somehow
suppresses the host's immune response.

The complex life cycle of the parasite
begins in water where eggs, deposited by
the infected organism, develop into a larval stage, the miracidium, that goes on to
infect a particular form of snail, labelled
as the intermediate host.

Observations show that the host'
heocytes (a cellular element of the blood
of invertebrates) accumulate around the
sporocyte. Some species of snails are able
to destroy the sporocytst (resistant
strains) by shedding the protective integument of the parasite. It is then
dissolved by the immunological reactions
of the host. Other species (susceptable
, strains) are ineffective in combating the
sporocysts.

The iracidium then hatches, burrows
into the snail's tissues and develops into
sporocysts, the o r g a n i s m ' s firs t
reproductive stage. This then reproduces
asexually into a cercarium, a ciliated larval adult stage which travels through the
water until it reaches an adult-stage host,
the definitive host. This stage causes
Schistosomiasis in man.

Loker chose to carry out his experiments in the laboratory, simulating
the environmental conditions experienced by the organism in nature.
Loker first tested to see if blood plasma
without hemocysts destroyed sporocysts.
Both the resistant and the susceptable
plasmas of the snail showed no response
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against the sporocyst. However, in using
only hemocytes to corpbat the sporocyst,
he found that resistant hemocytes
destroyed the integument of the sporocyst
while the susceptable hemocytes were ineffective.

Data aquired from a series of preinnoculated tests supported the theory
that hemocytes play the only role in
destruction of sporocysts. He also found
t h a t s p o r o c y s t s did not o b t a i n
macromolecules from the plasma of the
host. However, one set of data suggested
that the plasma did play a secondary role
in the destruction of the sporocysts and
that the hemocysts and the plasma work
together in fighting the sporocysts, thus
creating a synergistic affect.
Utilizing a parabiosis chamber (a
chamber used to keep sporocysts and
hemocytes physically apart) with the
plasma as the common substrate, Loker
found that resistant hemocytes did not
produce toxins to kill sporocysts. A series
of further experiments and electronmicroscopic photography showed that the
reason why resistant hempcytes and
sporocysts must be in contact with each
other in order to be effective is that the
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sporocyst's integument is digested by the
hemocytes. Thus, in addition to finding
that the plasma and the hemocytes work
together in the destruction of the
sporocysts, and that the sporocysts do not
aquire macromolecules from the host for
protection, he also discovered the method
in which it is done.

Loker concluded that more research is
needed to combat this little studied and
presently incurable disease. Studying
simpler immunilogical systems- such as
those found in invertebrates- he added,
may give us a clue for the cure of this
highly infectious disease.

This week's Biology Seminar will be
held on Friday, March 5, at 2:30 p.m. in
Peale Science 50. The talk will be given by
Dr. Rheinhold Hutz, a professor at the
Endocrinology Research Unit at MSU. He
will discuss the biochemistry of preimplantated primate embryos.
Refreshments will be served.

-A Calling Need
by Mo-sze Hui
There are frequent reflections on the

from one's immediate surroundings to
the world at large. Well, maybe these peo-

everyone to be concerned with international affairs and to learn about foreign
cultures?

formerly had mysterious connotations.
However, the close-knittedness of the
world is not at all that evident and easily
realized in this middle part of the nation
which is protected and secure; yet if we
pay attention to our surroundings, we
notice that a lar^e proportion of our
belongings, ranging from cars to
clothing, is foreign-made. It would
definitely be advantageous for those who
are in business or who are going into
business to have a knowledge of foreign
countries, especially those countries with
which America has close economic relationships.

We have been told ever since we were
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which, because of the inaccessibility.

Besides strengthening the economy, the
other utmost concern of this nation is na. tional security. Nowadays, no one single
nation is safe just protecting its own boundary. National security everywhere is interdependent. This is true even for the
(confinn^Hn^p j)
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Food for Thought

by Rowland D. Van Es, Jr.
How do we distinguish between competing claims to religious truth? I have
always been troubled by the idea that
salvation is limited to a chosen few, that
those who worship the 44wrong" God are
condemned to hell. I am a Christian in
large part because I was raised in a
Christian home, but if 1 had been born to
an Indian family chances are I would be a
Hindu. Is my salvation then a matter of
chance?

In Mere Christianity, C.S. Lewis writes,
•if you are a Christian, you do not have to
believe that all other religions are simply
wrong all through...But, of course, being
a Christian does mean thinking that
where Christianity differs from other
religions. Christianity is right and they
are wrong/' This is comforting if you are
a Christian but upsetting if you are not or
if you have a friend who is not Christian.

Is God therefore going to send all Hindus, Buddists, and Moslems to hell? Isn't
that terribly unfair? C.S. Lewis continues, "The truth is that God has not told
us what his arrangements about the other
people are...but in the meantime, if you
are worried about the people outside, the
most unreasonable thing you can do is remain outside yourself."

Christians believe Christ is the only
way because Jesus Christ himself taught
it: "1 am the way the truth and the life, no
one comes to the father except by me."
(John 14:6) The basic question is: Is it
true?

ft

It is tempting to overplay the
simUarities among the different religions
of the world. In actuality, the differences
are far greater. Most other religions are
essentially do-it-yourself packages. The
important thing is not what we have done,
but what God has done for us. In contrast
to Mohammed, Buddha, or Confucious,
Christ alone claimed to be divine and to
be able to forgive sins.

When confronting the claims of Christ,
there are only four alternatives: he was
either a liar, a lunatic, a legend, or the
Truth. When you deny that he is the
Truth, you have to accept one of the other
alternatives.

What then are the reasons for believing
in Christ? Paul Little offers six: First, his
character coincided with his claims. Second, he was sinless. Third, he had power
over natural forces. Fourth, he had power
over sickness and disease. Fifth, and
perhaps most importantly, he rose from
the dead. Finally, he can be experienced
today.

Much of God's way remains hidden
from man, but there are strong reasons
for believing in the claims of Christ. Right
belief Is Important, but we can't neglect
right conduct. Too many of us are guilty
of what one revivalist called, "presumtuous security." We must know what we
believe and why we believe it, and then
we must also have the courage to act on
our convictions. We must balance the free
gift of grace with the Idea that "Faith
without works Is dead." What we do
because of what we believe Is crucial.
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While anti-American sentiments grow in Western Europe, there still remain
Bome who appreciate the United States' role In post-war restoration and deterrence of Soviet Imperialism. This photo was taken In Bonn, West Germany by
Jurkhard Moennig, a student at the University of Muenster who was at Hope foi^
Ive weeks In the fall of 1980. Writing to Dr. Paul Fried, Burkhard lamented: "It's a
?ity that so many young people have never learned to realize who brought us
PEACE and FREEDOM."

(continued from p. 6)
strongest military power In the world.
The validity of this Is most vividly
reflected in the recent concern In the
development In El Salvador by the administration In Washington. Over one
hundred million dollars In Increased
military aid has been proposed to be sent
to that country. Over the past couple of
years, the situations In Iran, Afghanistan,
Poland, and El Salvador respectively
have aroused not only national attention
but also International concerns. So as
modern citizens of the world, It Is a mu3t
to keep up with Its current events that affect everyone.
One may think that foreign affairs Is

the business of politicians and one can
leave the task totally to them. However,
one has to realize that America's political
system Is a democracy. Democracy Is Impossible without a large base of Informed
and educated citizens. Therefore, if
democracy remains the political Ideal of
Americans, then every American must be
Informed and must possess a knowledge
of current happenings In the nation. As
expressed above, the nation's economic
Interest as well as the national security is
strongly and ultimately Interdependent
on other nations. So again, a knowledge of
International happenings is essential.
(continued on p. 11)
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Tlie namesake is NIKF. the winged goddess of victory from
Greek mythology
So naturally she can't run around in a shoe made for Zeus
That's why NIKF made an entire line of women's shoes sized
especially to fit the bone structure of a woman's foot Narrower, better
fitting, better performing shoes Specifically made for whatever your
sport--running (likf the LIBERATOR shown above), tennis, basketball
or racquetball.
So. if you're a woman who takes sports seriously.
choose the shoe that takes women seriously
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Programs Offer to Students Study Abroad
byRickPluta
You have probably heard of Hope College's May Term In Yugoslavia, but what
you may not know is that a semester in
Yugoslavia is offered through Hope's involvement in the Great Lakes College
Association. The GLCA, founded in 1961,
is a group of twelve colleges and universities designed to provide these institutions with programs which, individually,
each would be hard-pressed to offer. In
the United States, the GLCA offers programs in Philadphia, New York and
Chicago. Foreign study programs are offered in the Orient, Middle East, Africa
and Europe.
The GLCA program in Yugoslavia
emerged as a result of American funds
left in Yugoslavia after the Second World
War. An agreement was made whereby
these funds would remain and be spent in
Yugoslavia. Senator Fulbright (Fulbright
Foundation for foreign studies) instituted

a plan where the money would be used for
scholarships for American students to
study in Yugoslavia. The GLCA tapped
into this funding and established a program in Yugoslavia.
Hope's Director of International
Studies, Dr. Neil Sobania, says that the
GLCA's foreign study programs provide
students with the opportunity to study
abroad for about the same cost as at a
GLCA affUiated school. Because Hope
College has the lowest tuition rate of the
GLCA schools, a Hope student should expect to pay about three or four hundred
dollars more than regular tuition for
GLCA studies abroad.
Because there are many opportunities
for students to study In Europe, most of
the GLCA foreign study programs are not
located in Europe. Rather, the GLCA
tries to establish programs where opportunities to study are often not
available, such as in the Third World.

Off-campus studies In the United States
Include the New York Arts Program, the
Philadelphia Urban Semester (administered by Hope College), the
Newberry Library Program in Chicago
and the Oak Ridge Science Semester in
Oak Ridge, Tennessee
Dr. Sobania commented, "A student
seeking a distinguished college record
will find that an off-campus experience
will give a resume a distinguishing
feature" and because the programs are
readily available "every student should
consider it."
The GLCA also sponsors faculty
seminars and conferences. Topics
covered at these Include use of computers, women's studies programs, and
language development. The GLCA also
administers faculty exchange programs.
Two projected GLCA school faculty exchanges are with Alberdeen University in
Scotland and Wasada University In
Tokyo.

Despite the
many benefits Hope derives from Its
membership in the GLCA, not many
students are aware of the wide variety of
programs offered. Anyone Interested in
any of the GLCA programs should check
with the faculty advisor for that program
listed below, the International Education
Office or the Provost's Office.
Progams in African Studies, Dr.
Sobania; Programs in China (Hong
Kong), Dr. Fried; European Urban
Term, Drs. Van Eyl and Sobania; Japan
Study, Piers and Sobania; Programs In
Latin America, Weller and Sobania;
Scotland, Boulton and S o b a n i a ;
Yugoslavia, Petrovlch and Sobania;
Newberry Library Program (Chicago),
Dr. Cohen; New York Arts Program, Dr.
Sharp; Oak Ridge Science Semester (Oak
Ridge, Tennessee) Including the following; Natural Sciences, Dr. Folkert;
Social Sciences, Dr. Cline; and the
Philadelphia Urban Semester, Dr.
Mulderman.

Beyond Hope
Tokyo in the Spring
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Editor's Note: Bob Balrd, a junior. Is a
French major from Pompton Plains, New
Jersey.
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by Bob Baird
Whenever students participate In a
Hope program they always return claiming that it is the best that this Institution
has to offer. 1 am one of those people. In
the spring of 1980 I participated in the
First Joint International Seminar at Meljl
Gakuin University In Tokyo, Japan.

Northwest Orient flight 007 landed at
Narita airport on Monday, May 19th,
Tokyo time. At that time many of us did
not realize that we were about to embark
on one of the most fulfilling experiences
ofourlives. >,
The University Is located In one of the
largest yet safest cities in the world. Any
one of us, male or female, could take late
night walks through the streets of Tokyo
with nothing to fear; mugging is unheard
of. Police boxes -small two-man stations-
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every 550 yards serve to Insure a person's
safety.
Getting around the city of Tokyo was a
fairly easy task. I have never before seen
such an Intricate and efficient public
transportation system. There was no
need for a car; one could always rely
upon the subways, buses, and taxlcabs.
Tokyo subways are most Interesting
during rush hour. Every morning we
would board the subways with what
seemed to be the entire Japanese population. The subway cars were so crowded
that there would be station attendants on
duty to help cram passengers Into the
cars so that the doors could close.
Aside from the crowds, the most
fascinating aspect of rush hour In Tokyo
Is the noise. There Is none. The Japanese
rarely speak In public. They are taught to
seek knowledge through reading more
than by means of verbal communication.
It Is common to see the majority of those
In a subway car holding a book or
newspaper over their heads (due to
crowded conditions) as they read on the
way to their destination.
There were some very special
Japanese customs which I grew to enjoy
and miss very much today. 1 had become
accustomed to the practice of bowing.

which In my opinion is one of the most admirable ways of displaying respect for
one's fellow man. The Japanese hot-baths
took some getting used to, but were the
ultimate form of relaxation. The heat
would practically turn your muscles Into
Jelly.

It was not the novelty of the city which
made this trip a fulfilling experience, but
rather It was the people at the University.
The Initial uncomfortable relationship of
hostess and guest disappeared almost immediately. Friendships developed
without hesitation. As an American, I had
a special privilege during my stay in
Japan. I was a student, not a tourist. How
many tourists could attend classes with
Japanese students at a major University?
Besides those in our group, I never saw
another westener in the Beer-sheba, the
equivalent of our Kletz. We were accepted as students of Meljl Gakuin
University.

A tourist leaving Japan Is only leaving
behind an Interesting oriental nation. As a
student, I left behind some people that I
came to love - friends whom I will never
forget.
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International Relations Club
presents:

"El Savador: Another Vietnam"
A documentary film
. $cV.'.
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A lecture-discussion by Dr. Arnold Ramos of the
Democratic Revolutionary Front of El Savador will
follow.
.

Monday, March 8 Durfee Cafeteria 7:30 p.m.

UltQ/
610 AM
FM c a b U 103.3

WTAS announcer Mary Peelen is this
week's spollghted voice of the anchor
station. Mary Joined WTAS this spring as
the Saturday 8-10 p.m. Jock. She it also
heard on "3 Hours Later, 3 Days Before/*
aired Saturday evenings from 1-3 a.m.,
featuring mellow rock and Jazz.
Mary is a Junior and a mathematics
major from East Grand Rapids who
transfered to Hope from Michigan State
last year. She specializes in progressive
music: classics from the 1960's, and
future classics. She claims to be impressed with "the professionalism of the
organization (WTAS)" and has shown
great enthusiasm on her shows.

Monday, March 8, at 11:05 p.m. listen to
"Almost an Hour.M This week Join Fritz
Flokstra for "a little bit of the British,"
the first of a three-part series. A cosmic
experience British style, following
Mutual News (live via satellite) from
Washington.
"Progressive Tubes" with Ray Stewart
will be aired live at 11 p.m, Sunday,
March 7. The hour long program will
spotlight the Tubes, a new wave group
moving quickly In the rise to stardom...
and big dollars!
YES! Keith Potts will be airing a Yes
Super two hour special Friday evening 11
p.m. - 1 a.m. Potts will explore various
Yes classics.
This week's WTAS Jock Spot Jock,
Mary Peelen, will have a special of music
pre-W style, 8-10 p.m. Saturday. Be sure
not to miss it!

Be s u r e to l i s t e n to WTAS
Back-to-Back, aired every weeknight at
10 p.m. This week's schedule:
Thursday - "Roman Gods" by the
Fleshtones.
The Hope College Music Department
Friday - "Never Say Die" by Petra
will present Norene Walters, organist, in
(Christian Rock).
Monday - "Short Back N Sides" by Ian a senior Recital Saturday evening March
6th a 8 o'clock in Dimnent Chapel on the
Hunter.
Tuesday • "Scuba Divers" by Dwight campus of Hope College.
Miss Walters is a Bachelor of Music
Twilley.
Wednesday • "White Noise" by Jay degree candidate in organ performance
and has studied organ with Prof. Roger
Ferguson.
Davis for the past four years.
Miss Walters has served as organist at
the Reformed Church in Forest Grove,
Michigan, her hometown, and at present,
she is the organist for the Sunday Morning Worship Services in Dimnent Chapel.
She has also served as organist for the
WTAS gives away top albums every Chapel Choir in concerts both at Hope and
broadcast day during various hours. on tour, and she has been organist for the
Catch WTAS' "Give-Aways" for the Hope College Christmas Vespers programs.
following:
The first half of the program, performThursday - "Let's Get It On" by Marvin
ed on the gallery organ, will Include in
Gaye.
Friday - "Street Fever" by Moon Mar- Echo Style by Sweelink, AJJ Glory Be to
God on High by J S. Bach, and Three
tin.
Short Pieces for Flute-Clockby Hadyn.
Saturday • "The Wiz" soundtrack.
The second part of the program, on the
Sunday - "Down to the Bone" by Vic
Skinner
organ in the chancel, will include
Vergat.
the Fantasy and Fugue in G Minor by
Monday - "War Child" by Jethro Tull.
Tuesday - "Jealous Kind" by Delbert Bach, Prelude and Fugue in G Minor by
Marcel Dupre, Song of Peace by Jean
McClinton
Wednesday - "All Night Long" by Sam- Langlais, and Toc^^aby Joseph Jungen.
The recital is open to the public free of
my Hagar.
charge.

Double Indemnity
by Paul Fries
The strain of pessimism in recent
American movies is by no means unprecedented. Dark, mean films like The
Godfather, Taxi Driver, Chinatown, and
Body Heat take their cues from a particular body of post-war crime films the
French critics in the early 'SO's labled
film no/r(film black).
Growing out of the hardboiled literary
tradition of Raymond Chandler, James
M. Cain, and Dashiell Hammett, the film
noir contains a harsh, cynical view of the
seamy side of America. The noir is
characterized by its ominous atmosphere, a heavy shadowy look, and
nightmarish, fatalistic situations. You
can usually Identify a film nolrby its nononsense title: They Live by Night,
Where the Sidewalk Ends, Kiss Tomorrow Ooodbye, Gun Crazy, The Big Sleep,
etc
Possibly the definitive film noir is
Double Indemnity, directed by Billy

Senior Recital Announced

Give-Away s

Album Review
by Susan Dewet

\

t

Todd Rundgren again proves his genius
on his tenth solo album. Healing. He
clearly stands by his philosophy that
music should be a sincere personal expression and not a haphazard product of a
monotonous public-pleasing formula. The
message carried throughout the album Is
an optimistic one: Individuality and healing through music.
The album is sung, played, written, produced and engineered by Rundgren, and
Is deflnately an experience In altenatlve
music. The man, unquestionably, was
"born to synthasize." He creates
awesome, almost, hypnotic sounds with
his electronic instruments. A little bit of
everything Is on this album; Rutgers Incorporates his eastern obsession and
creative mysticism and builds his new
ideas upon past achievements to form a
totally new sound.
The most outstanding aspects of
Healing are Rundgren's incredible voice
range, the intimacy of his music, and the
lyrics which are epic material In

themselves. On side one, Rundgren
relates his own feelings on healing.
Together the six songs maintain a sense
of harmony and coalescence as he examines both the pros and cons of healing.
The songs "Golden Goose," "Compassion," and "Shine" break the inspirational Idealism he has established with
"Healer," "Pulse," and "Flesh," with a
tint of cynicism and sadness. On side two
(one song and the title cut), the listener
embarks on an out-of-body experience in
search of the self.
Healing Is not Christian music. While It
does have some religious overtones, Rundgren once clarified it's basic intent; 1(I
always thought that of all the psychic
powers one could possess, healing would
be the most valuable, and on the album I
examine this..."
Todd Rundgren, without a doubt, has an
original, dynamic approach to music.
Over the years he has developed into a
serious, sophisticated and artistic musician. And with this masterpiece, Rundgren, now 33 years old, may find it difficult to out-do himself. Or wfll he?
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Wilder (Sunset Boulevard), and based on
astorybyJamesM. Cain. Today, the plot
is familiar; insurance salesman conspires to knock off the husband of his
lover; with her help he does so and tries to
make the death look like an accident, in
which case the widow would collect double indemnity; complications ensue. The
film's near-microscopic detailing of a
murder was not taken lightly in 1944;
some authorities feared it provided a
"blueprint" for a real potential murder,
The Hays Office tried to block its release
but, thankfully, the Production Code 01flee cleared the film on artistic grounds,
Double Indemnity stars Fred MacMurray and Barbara Stanwyk (with Edward
G. Robinson). To the T.V. rerun addict,
this would seem an odd bit of casting indeed, considering my bleak description of
the film noir. Let me assure you.
however, that this is not the obnoxiously
wholesome Fred MacMurray of "My
Three Sons," nor does this Barbara Stanwyk bear the strong maternal and moral
persona of "The Big Valley." Far from it.
These characters are cold, amoral, and
ruthless; they have a sterile passion for
money and they kill for it; they're hellbent and self-destructive. Much of this
film's charm is in its terse, stylized
dialogue, provided, in part, by Raymond
Chandler (he collaborated with Wilder on
the screenplay). In generating suspense
it matches anything of Hitchcock's. It's a
must for crime aficionados, all filmgoers, and of course, the voluminous
number of Fred MacMurray devotees.
This week's Saturday Night Special,
Double Indemnity v/\]\ be shown March 6,
at 7:30 p.m., in Winant's Auditorium. Admission is $1.00.

SAC's Hit List
DUSTIN
HOFFMAN

Kramer
Kramer
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March 5 . 7:30-10 p.m.
March 6 .
10 p.m.
Admission $1.50 w/ID
In Winants Auditorium
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THE SATURDAY NiGHT SPECIAL
DOUBLE iNDEMNiTY
• March 6, 7;30 p.m.
Admission $1.00 w/lD
In Wlnants Auditorium
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Peace of Mind
by Dan Rutt
In speaking with other people about
peace and Justice I often hear, nWell,
we've worked hard for what we've got
and we've got to protect it.'* I will not
deny that many Americans work hard,'
but we have got to concede that it Is our
economic system that makes the largest
difference between you, I, and a thirdworld peasant, not hard work or even
great American ingenuity. Granted, hard
work and ingenuity are factors, but
without someone to pay for your work or
genius most will go for naught. Today,
with the extent to which our world
economic system has developed, birthplace is perhaps the largest determinant in one's economic viability, and this
is quite by chance. For example, practically anyone in the U.S. can find a $3.35
per hour Job requiring little or no real
skill. However, someone in a third-world
country may have to settle for, and consider himself doing quite well with, a Job
that pays $3.35 a day. Now the question is,
why is there such a huge difference?
This system evolved because we
developed and produced manufactured
goods out of less expensive raw materials
and then sold them for a considerable profit. Now this was good and fair free enterprise capitalism at its best, but good and
fair it is no more. Through capitalism's
natural evolution its lesser traitsplanned obsolescence and the persistent
marketing of luxury products-reached
painful proportions. With the demand for
raw products increasing these imports
naturally rose, but, because those countries that we imported raw materials
from could not afford the manufactured
items we produced, we had to export
them to other third-world countries or
other industrialized countries which
could afford them. Now, the other thirdworld countries that we exported our
goods to could only, on the large part, pay
for these with raw materials, and this
resulted in a balance of trade deficit
and,or a net loss of valuable raw
materials. Unfortunately, this loss of
valuable raw materials was often food,
and eventually even the land that was
capable of growing food often ended up
growing such cash crops as coffee,
bananas, sugar, etc. And, when we had
surplus goods we tended to give loans
with the condition that they buy
American. If the borrower could not pay
back the loan we either lent them more
money or foreclosed on the loan. This led
to the control of many foreign economies.
However, if we traded with other industrialized countries, such as Western
Europe, their wealth was acquired much

In the same way as ours: by the profits
made off less developed nations. Now, in
the sense that making money off of our
ideas by invention, mass production, and
industrialization, this may be all fair, but
the conditions that have evolved from this
are dangerous to us all.
Although it is not difficult to ignore hundreds of millions of starving people, it is
much more difficult to ignore hundreds of
millions of people who will do anything to
get food-these people are dangerous.
Quite by accident, we have a problem;
these people work hard-Just like we dothese people worry about their familiesJust like we do-and these people are poor
and they do not think that they deserve itJust like we do. However, our solutions
are much too simplistic, such as, 4'God
helps those who help themselves," and
"We've worked hard for what we've got
and we've got to protect it." Of course,
none of us think that all of those people
deserve poverty, so we conveniently say,
"God helps those who help themselves,"
as if we were working harder and deserving more than these others. Unfortunately, these people understand this universal
feeling all to well and since the existing
system is not working too well the only
way that they can help themselves is by
changing that system. With the catalyst
of an already uncooperative system and
little time to wait, violence often ensues.
Obviously, we are told, these people must
be stopped because they are Communists
just out to help themselves and with no
concern for others, but actually they are
the great backbone of the capitalist world
so we are actually killing ourselves too, if
we kill them.
Now, with the fact that when people are
hungry they may become zealous in their
search for food, and the fact that people
with food do not appreciate these zealot's
desires, we have two options: to feed or
fight. The peaceful and Just solution is obvious, but why is it so difficult to achieve?
Because we are still playing the same old
economic games that we always have.
Beside the fact that this may cause injustices abroad it will eventually destroy
us here at home economically, if not
physically.
First of all, because our economic
system's wealth is derived largely from
foreign profits, we give tax incentives to
U.S.-based multi-international coporations which, in essence, go out and recruit
cheap labor and materials to feed our
economy. This helps fight inflation-more
goods for less money-and increases our
standard of living, but it does the opposite
for the giving end. The foreign countries
in which these corporations are based pay
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The Brian Brill Group performed in Carnegie Hall's first concert.
little or no tax to the citizens of that country nor do they give any of the profits to
the workers which usually occurs at least
to some extent in the U.S. due to labor
unions. If you wonder how they can get
away with this I will give you one hint;
why does the U.S. support so many (over
50 dictatorships) repressive regimes?
Economically, this used to make lots of
sense, but it is ever increasingly more
foolish.
For one thing, we are paying the costs
here at home. With the higher costs of
labor, taxes, and raw materials here in
the U.S., corporations move outside the
U.S. This leads to unemployment, but
more importantly it is a disincentive for
U.S. investment or reinvestment. Our
steel industry is a prime example of this;
we can no longer compete with foreign
steel because we have not reinvested in
newer technology so our plants-many
over 50 years old-are inefficient and no
longer profitable. Our industrial base in
this country is degenerating and now
more than one-third of our Industrial
capacity is unused. This may seem

foolish in a period of high unemployment,
but it is simply not profitable to run these
industries.
Next, we must consider the danger
without. Whether we like it or not our
economic policies promote poverty
elsewhere in the world. And, as mentioned before, hungry people are willing to
fight, by whatever means, for at least a
minimal standard of decency. This
means that if we want to continue this
system we must either kill, suppress,
repress or contain these people's desires.
However, if we let this situation continue,
nothing less than death will stop them.
With ever increasing Involvement in
other countries our "vital interests,"
namely money, are going to need more
and more protection. This demands a
military interventionist foreign policy
and s o m e b o d y to f i g h t . Young
Americans, meet the draft; older
Americans, meet the Pentagon budget.
Next week 1 will write about, "Will we
continue to let the Pentagon extort protection money from us?"

On the Hope Stage:
"The Mousetrap"
by Karen D. MacCartney
"The Mousetrap," an Agatha Christie
"who-dunnit," opened in the DeWitt
Theatre last Friday night. Directed by
Scott Lank, the play is highlighted by a
beautiful set and well-executed, typically
Christie-styler characterizations.
Set designer Gene Gibbons and head
carpenter Marty Wick deserved the applause that the raising of the curtain
elicited from the audience. The tall
double-staircase, the fireplace, and the
convincing front doorway took the audience to the proper Victorian sitting
room of an English country guest house.
As the characters were introduced, the
tempo was slow, but picked up as all the
guests arrived at "Monkswell Manor" to
take their place in this web of intrigue.
Conni Collins as Mrs. Boyle, Brian Goodman as Mr. Paravacini, Trish Jenkins as
Miss Casewell, and Bob Pranga as
Christopher Wren had particularly fine
performances. All of the characters
sported convincing accents; while the
unique laughs of Paravacini and
Christopher Wren added a distinctive
spice.
Special effects were somewhat lacking,
however. The use of the radio came off
well, but when characters opened the
doors, we heard initially a convincing
snowstorm,, but never again. When
Sargeant Trotter (played by * Kevin

Bailey) entered, there was not a hint of
the snow and chill he would have gained
from his ski trip to the guest house.
The story takes place in the English
countryside. As guest arrive at their
retreat, the BBC reports a murder in London the day before. The killer, on the
loose, was "medium-height, wearing a
dark overcoat, a soft felt hat, and lightcolored scarf" - a description that fit two
characters in dress, and conceivably all
the others. Agatha Christie's habit of
making all her characters look suspicious
made this Just one of the many pieces of
the puzzle provided for the would-be
sleuths in the audience. The plot
thickens...which guest at Monkswell
Manor is a "homicidal maniac?"
Mounting suspense provides the audience with lively intermission-time
discussion as to "who-dunnit." Returning
to their seats, the arm-chair sleuths
weigh all the evidence and are captivated
by the mystery. Unfortunately, however,
instead of snapping into place as they
should, the pieces of the puzzle gel, leaving the audience with an empty feeling
that doesn't correspond with the outstanding performances which brought them
there. Despite minor flaws, the show is
well worth seeing, and is especially commendable considering the return by Hope
Theatre to a two performance per
semester playbill.
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(continued from p. 7)

Depth I A team, which at certain times
during the year had up to six of ten
starters out of the line-up, took third place
in the MIAA for the second straight year!
The Dutch placed eight of our ten
wrestlers into the finals and consolation
finals in the conference tournament held
at Adrian last Saturday. The Hope
wrestlers came out with three seconds,
one third and four fourths. Winning second place medals were co-captain Pete
White (158 pounds) and heavyweight
Garry Vlsscher. White had a bye In the
first round and won a nall-blter 7-6 to earn
a spot In the finals. White, wrestling in his
100th match of his Hope career, was
leading the entire match until his Olivet
opponent tied It In the final round. White
lost by one point, awarded to Olivet for
having more control time, which brought
the score to 11-12 In Olivet's favor.
Vlsscher won two matches, 7-0 and 12-6 to
place him Into the finals. (Vlsscher also Is
a member of the exclusive 100 career
matches club.) "Vissch" could not come
up with a victory, however, in the championship match, falling to Hargrove from
Olivet whom he had beaten earlier In the
year. Both Vlsscher and White broke
their own Hope records of victories this
year. Vlsscher had 25 and White had his
hand raised 24 times.
Also taking second place was Hopes 118
pound wrestler Doug Lehman. Lehman
cranked a Calvin wrestler's shoulders to
the mat In only 1:17 to earn him his spot In
the finals where he received only his second conference loss of the year. Taking
third for the Dutch was Bob Karel. The
177 pound wrestler could only be beaten

by the conference champion as he
stomped on two other victims. Karel won
9-7 to get him into the conso finals and
then pinned his Calvin man in five
minutes flat.
Picking up fourth place medals were
Bret Crock (126 pounds), Tom Hicks (142
pounds), Dave Wilbur (150 pounds), and
Randy Pfahler (190 pounds). Hicks won a
match 10-6 to earn his way into the conso
finals while Wilbur pinned his opponent in
3:25. Pfahler, who wrestled 190 for the
first time this year flattened a man in 5:
08.

A week ago Wednesday, Hope crushed
Adrian 36-12. Hope had two men who pinned their opponents. Jeff Machlela, at 167
pounds, took care of his man In only 3:36.
At heavyweight, G a r r y Vlsscher
pressured his victim's shoulders Into the
mat In 4:51.
Decision wins for Hope were from Dave
Wilbur at 150 pounds and Bob Karel at 177
pounds. Wilbur won his match by a score
of 3-2. Karel took his man with a 7-5 score.
Forfeit victories were given to Doug
Lehman (118 pounds), Bret Crock (126
pounds), andPete White (158 pounds).
The wrestlers took a respectable 12th
place out of 24 impressive teams at the
outstanding Wheaton College Invitational. Pete White wrestled superbly as
he took an amazing third place at this
prestigious tournle. Other wrestlers that
performed well enough to proceed Into
the second day of wrestling In this two
day tournament were 162 pounder Jeff
Machlela and Garry Vlsscher.

As a nation composed originally ot immigrants from different parts of the
world, America has ethnically diverse
roots. Many people today treasure their
ethnic origin as part of their personal
Identlty. In the effort to understand one s
roots, one has to go back to the history
and the culture of his or her ancestor's
country of origin. So, a knowledge of
foreign culture is euential.
Finally, after all, W6 arc going to a
liberal arts college. Is It not one of our
alms to become liberally educated, to
broaden our horizons, and thus to undersland and hopefulfy to appreciate cultures
of our own and of others? Especially In
this age of the shrinking world one of the
essential possessions of a truly educated
person Is a general knowledge of foreign
countries. The source of this knowledge
should not only be academics; however. It
should also be from the dynamic comtemporary world. Certainly the academics
give a good background and provide
perspectives. However, the knowledge
obtained from the contemporary outside
world should also be emphasized. This
knowledge, besides being obtainable
from mass media, can sometimes be
aquired by experiencing or through interacting with other people. The office of
International Education presents various
opportunltles for studying abroad. These,
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needless to say, give vivid, unforgettable
experience. However, while we are here
on campus, there are also some good opportunities for equipping oneself with International knowledge. For example, International Relations Clubj IRC, sponsers
speakers, film shows and various ethnic S
activities that touch the cultural, Q
historical, and political aspects pertinent
to foreign countries. The club Is compos- s
ed of Americans as well as International
students who have different cultural
backgrounds and offer different perspectlves to the college community. As an invltatlon from the club, whether you are a
sociology major, a language major, a
humanities major, a poll-scl major, a
business major, or if you are a
peacemaker, a prospective missionary,
or simply an interested Hope student, you
are all welcome to participate In the actlvltles of the club.
If you are a responsible citizen concerned with the well-being of your country,
and thus the well-being of your own, you
will need to know about other countries. If
you are a person In the modern world, for
your own benefite and maybe for others',
you will need to know about other lands. If
you are an educated person, you will need
to know about other places. Certainly, a
knowledge of the world at large Is a calling need of our time.
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150 pound wrestler Dave Wilbur breaks down an Olivet opponent. Hope broke
down many opponents In this year's 5-2 season.
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B-ball Wins League, Enters Regionals
by Jim Goorhouse
Hope College ran the gambit of emotions last week, sewing up the MIAA title
by defeating Albion 85-82, but then frittering away a possible number one seed in
the upcoming regionals by bowing to
Olivet 65-63 at the Comet's court.
Last Wednesday, Hope hosted Albion,
hoping to clinch the MIAA title at home
against the Britons. From the outset, it
was a wild affair, with both teams
pushing the ball up the court and getting
off quick shots. After only seven minutes
Albion led by a 21-20 count and it looked as
if the conclusion might find both teams
above the century mark.
Finally, Hope began to play better
defense while still maintaining their hot
shooting. The Dutch created numerous
fast break opportunities, with Scott Benson ending up on the end of many of these.

Benson poured through 19 first half point,
the last of which gave him 100 points for
his career, a feat only twelve others have
accomplished at Hope. Largely due to
this offensive performance, the Dutch
opened a 48-38 lead at the half.
Hope continued to build this lead,
streching it to 16 early in the second half.
However, the Dutch finally began to miss
a few shots and Albion began to close the
gap. The Britons reduced Hope's lead to
one, 74-73, with 5:43 to go, but three Jeff
Heerdt baskets opened a seven point
cushion with just three minutes remaining.
Far from being safe, however, this lead
too shrunk to one, 83-82, with 1:06 left and
the Dutch in possession of the ball. Matt
Neil was eventually fouled with 21
seconds left and, as he had in the Calvin
game, calmly netted both free throws to
cement the win.

Benson tallied 25 points to lead the
Dutch, while both Neil and Heerdt added
18 points. In addition, these two grabbed
ten and eight rebounds, respectively.
With this win over Albion, Hope went into the Olivet game assured of first place
in the conference. They played like the
top MIAA team for the first ten minutes.
Jumping to a 24-7 lead. The Dutch expanded this lead to 19 and, although Olivet cut
it down to eight shortly before halftime,
Hope still held a comfortable eleven point
margin at the break.
Unfortunately, the Dutchmen were as
bad in the second half as they were good
in the first half. The Comets scored the
first ten points of this half before Matt
Neil finally converted a three point play
to push Hope's lead back to four. This
lead was short-lived, however, as Olivet
continued to exert pressure and pulled
even with the Dutch at 49 with 11:20 to go.

Hope continued to play poorly, turning
the ball over frequently and eventually
falling behind by six, 59-53, with seven
minutes to go. This deficit held constant
until two minutes remained, when Brian
Beckman hit two free throws to trim the
gap to two. With a minute left, Beckman
followed an Olivet turnover with a field
goal to knot the score at 63 and set the
stage for another close finish.
Things weren't meant to fall the Dutchmen's way, as Olivet hit a shot with
seven seconds to go to force a two point
play. Scott Benson's jumper at the buzzer
wouldn't fall and Hope saw their conference record finalized at 10-2. Chip
Henry led Hope in scoring with 17 points

and Beckman followed with 14.
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Scott Benson

Jeff Heerdt

All-league teams and MVP's were announced Wednesday. For Hope, Matt Neil
received a league MVP honor along with John Schelske of Kalamazoo. Neil, along
with Scott Benson, is also first team all-league. This marks the third time Benson

Matt Neil

Todd Schuiling

has received such an honor. The MVP honor for Neil is the first for Hope since 1968.
Jeff Heerdt and Todd Schuiling were elected to the second team.

Ciassifieds

Tournament
Pairings Set
by Jim Goorhouse
Hope College, currently 18-4, will play
host to the Great Lakes Regional of the
NCAA Division III national tournament
this weekend at the Holland Civic Center.
Play will begin at 6:00 p.m. Friday, when
Wabash, Indiana meets Ohio Northern.
Hope and Whittenburg, Ohio will follow
this contest, with an expected tip-off of
8:00 p.m. The defeated team will play at
6:00 p.m. on Saturday, with the winners'
game immediately following.

All interested students ore invited to ioin
the French Club for dinner at Le Creperie on
Friday, March 5 at 5:30 p.m.
Congrats J.B.! It's more than half way over
and you've made it! I knew you could do it.
Hey - Grin and Ignore i t ! ! ! Love, your roommat*.
GAM • alias "mom." Happy 23rd! You're an
oldie, but you're good.
MAD • Come again dead man0 Pac man0
Meet you at Skiles tonight. K.K.
SIB pledges - you gals are great! Only 8
days left! Active B.C.
MRP: Keep up the good work! BGC.
'84 moral will be at the all collage campus
sing. Come ond see us sing the old favorites.
Paul D. your hormones are high. Do
something about it. Take a cold shower...
Horvey K. polish your halo, it's tarnished.

Wabash received an at-large bid and
brings a 20-4 record into their game with
Ohio Northern, which sports a record of
20-6. Both were rated in last week's top 20.
Incidentally, one of Wabash's four losses
•came at the hands of Hope, 85-82 in overtime, early in the season.

B. Beaver we're putting in an electric seat
with a timer on it.

K, I love you! B
Don't forget the Opus forum Wednesday,
March 10, at 8:30 p.m. It'll be in the alley.
"Three Score and Ten: On Old Age and Ag-

Jml
Richard S. Kleiman:
Thanks for your autograph in my pledge
book.
Deborah J. Frye
Anna and Cheryl,
Got a great tan, smell like a coconut! Wish
you were here. Aloha.
Wanted: Christian female age 19-23 interested in nutrition, psychology, skiing or
sailing. Call Lu at 673-8739.
Barnacle Bill's presents: "Galley Amateur
Hour," every Wed. nite at 8 p.m. Our crew is
looking for talented entertainers who want to
show their stuff. Contact Kim or Rick at 3961981.
Good Luck Brendo • from her entourage.
0

NUKE INSIDE JOKES!!
Wanted to Rent: Zoom or teiephoto lens tor
Olympus mount • to be used during spring
break. Can use any length from 135mm to
300mm. Call Marc Vander Meulen at 392-4023.
To the Men's basketball team: Thanks for a

. r «t 'j

NUKE THE CAFETERIA!!!

Hope's opponent, Whittenburg, advancgreat season! Good luck at regionals- YOU
ed to the regionals after winning the Ohio
CAN D O I T ! ! !
conference tournamnet, defeating Ohio
Jamie Robertson: Our eyes have met, our
Northern in the process. They sport a 20-8
mark and have won 10 of their last 11 con- lips not yet, but don't you worry I'll get you
vet!
, , , tests. They are a traditional tournament
The Hope College Time Management Club
j power and are a force to be reckoned with will meet Wednesday whenever we con lit it
lllVll'lllllll J
L
IUULLiJU'lUUI J .

Sick of senioritis How about an all-senior
graduation theme party 0 Bring any ideas to
organizational meeting, Tues, March 9, in
Phelps Conference Room, 6:30 p.m. If you
can't attend but are interested contact Annette Piethe, or Ann VanderBogh, or Doug
Johnson. Hopefully a party will cure our
fever!
MSL - "Fly" in Allegany! Good Luck - YPG
Thinking about a term paper0 If your writing
or organizational skills are less than perfect,
visit the Academic Skills Center. Coll 2132 or
drop by between 3:30 and 4:30 M-Th. We're In

Don't tear -- leave it there... the next library
article that is saved may be the one you want
to read tomorrow. TRANSCEND MUTLATION.
Sigma Pledge Class of '82 means Unity with
a capital U.
Attn all active Sigmas, did you know that
this is the first pledge class with no depledges
in ten years0
Mom • It's G.H. time. Do you know where
your TAB is0 Ask the children (if you know
where they are.)
B L. Spring Break in the BohamoV B-C
DAS • 8 more days. DJF
Sweetheart - ETA to the max! Like the rain!
KAPPA CHI'S: Thanks for the excellent
spaghetti dinner and an enioyable night. P.S.,
Congratulations on a successful rush and on
getting a loyal and quality pledge class.
To: Fine People of America
From: Their Fan Club
Just Wanna Be A ...
Sweetie: You're counting the weeks - I'm
counting the days (100 from Thursday). Your
big guy
Lola: It was great last Thursday nite. Let s
do it again sometime. I'm glad you picked up
the thing you forgot. W.
Michael Spiro! Live in Carnegie H a l l ! ! !
Don't miss the concert Friday, March 12,
p.m. He really is g o o d ! ! !
S, sauted mushrooms ond candlelight • we
spoil ourselves, but I love i t ! ! ! D.
It's Critical Issues day: criticize to a friend.
To the 9 phoenixes: In you ore we reborn
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